Contractors and Engineers are looking for solutions to protect their job site from industrial environments. Panduit is continuously driving to help them route, ground, protect, and identify under the most extreme conditions.

- Minimize downtime with products engineered to provide superior reliability and extend service life in mission critical applications
- Improve operational performance with rugged systems and components to reduce project time lines
- Aid compliance with enhanced workplace safety designed to protect personnel, equipment and infrastructure

Engagement Questions

- What type of regulations are needed to aid compliance?
  - OSHA (lockout tagout, standard and custom signage)
  - IEEE Std 837-2002 (grounding)
  - UL Listed and CSA Certified (power connectors, abrasion protection)
- How do you currently manage cable within your application? What type of features/materials/etc do you look for in your cable bundling solution?
  - Corrosive Environment
  - High Chemical Resistance
  - Radiation
  - Extreme condition such as temperature, chemicals, UV light etc.

### Top Product Listing

#### 1 Facility Identification
- High quality signs for use indoors and outdoors.
  - Vinyl Arc Flash – PVS Series
  - Polyester – PPS Series
  - Rigid – PWS Series
  - Pipe and Voltage Markers – PCV Series

#### 2 Lockout Energy Control Devices
Each lock keyed differently and supplied with two keys.
- PSL Series
- Contractor Lockout Kit – PSL-HT-KONA
- Maintenance Lockout Kit – PSL-HT-MROA
- Laminated Steel – PSL-6 Series
- Anodized Aluminum – PSL-7 Series
- Safety Lockout – PSL-8 Series

#### 3 Abrasion Protection
An economical and easy way to insulate, protect, bundle and color-code components and cable.
- Heat Shrink – HSTT Series
- Spiral Wrap – T Series
- Braided Hose – SE Series
- Cable Management
- Comprehensive solutions for fastening, bundling, clamping and identifying.
  - Tie Mounts – TM Series
  - Metal Clip-on Mounts – MCOMS Series
  - Metal Screw-On Mounts – MBMS Series
  - Heavy Duty Fixed Diameter Clamps – PC Series
  - Super-Grip™ Adhesive Backed Mounts – SGAB Series

#### 5 Cable Ties
The Pan-Ty® Series is a one-piece construction for consistent performance and reliability. It comes in the following options:
- Nylon 12 (corrosive environments)
- Weather Resistant Acetal
- Polypropylene (high chemical resistance)
- TEFZEL® (resistant to radiation)
- PEEK (high temperature applications)

#### 6 Stainless Steel Ties
Durable, long life, corrosion resistant for use in harsh indoor, outdoor or underground environments.
- Ball-Locking Tie – MLT Series
- Band and Buckle Strapping – MS Series
- Uni-clip Ladder Rung Brackets – UC Series
- Stainless Steel Tool Options – GS4MT, BT2HT, PBMT

#### 7 Power and Grounding Connectors
Corrosion resistant connectors secure quickly and easily with a broad selection of styles for flexibility.
- Compression Grounding Connectors – GCE and GCC Series
- Code Conductors – LCA and LCC Series
- Flex Conductors – LCCF Series

#### 8 Terminal and Ferrules
Complete line of high quality insulated and non-insulated terminals, disconnects, splices, wire joints, and ferrules.
- KYNAR® – High temperature ad chemical/radiation resistant PK Series
- Nickel – High temperature P*®RBT Series
- Ferrules – Used in applications where flex cable is specified F/FSD/FTD Series

*KYNAR is a registered trademark of Atofina Chemicals, Inc.
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